From Dying is an Art (1967) by George Steiner
Sylvia Plath’s last poems have already passed into legend as both representative of our present
tone of emotional life and unique in their implacable, harsh brilliance […].
The spell does not lie wholly in the poems themselves. The suicide of Sylvia Plath at the age of
thirty-one in 1963, and the personality of this young woman who had come from Massachusetts
to study and live in England (where she married Ted Hughes, himself a gifted poet), are vital
parts of it. To those who knew her and to the greatly enlarged circle who were electrified by her
last poems and sudden death, she had come to signify the specific honesties and risks of the
poet’s condition. Her personal style, and the price in private harrowing she so obviously paid to
achieve the intensity and candor of her principal poems, have taken on their own dramatic
authority.
All this makes it difficult to judge the poems. I mean that the vehemence and intimacy of the
verse is such as to constitute a very powerful rhetoric of sincerity. The poems play on our nerves
with their own proud nakedness, making claims so immediate and sharply urged that the reader
flinches, embarrassed by the routine discretions and evasions of his own sensibility. Yet if these
poems are to take life among us, if they are to be more than exhibits in the history of modern
psychological stress, they must be read with all the intelligence and scruple we can muster.
They are too honest, they have cost too much to be yielded to myth.
It requires no biographical impertinence to realize that Sylvia Plath’s life was harried by bouts of
physical pain, that she sometimes looked on the accumulated equations of her own nerve and
body as “a trash / To annihilate each decade.” She was haunted by the piecemeal, strungtogether mechanics of the flesh […] The hospital ward was her exemplary ground:
My patent leather overnight case like a black pillbox,
My husband and child smiling out of the family photo,
Their smiles catch onto my skin, little smiling hooks.
This brokenness, so sharply feminine and contemporary, is, I think, her principal realization […].
The new frankness of women about the specific hurts and tangles of their nervous-physiological
makeup is as vital to the poetry of Sylvia Plath as it is to the tracts of Simone de Beauvoir or to
the novels of Edna O’Brien and Brigid Brophy. Women speak out as never before […].
Where Emily Dickinson could - indeed was obliged to - shut the door on the riot and humiliations
of the flesh, thus achieving her particular dry lightness, Sylvia Plath “fully assumed her own
condition.” This alone would assure her of a place in modern literature. But she took one step
further, assuming a burden that was naturally or necessarily hers.
Born in Boston in 1932 of German and Austrian parents, Sylvia Plath had no personal,
immediate contact with the world of the concentration camps. I may be mistaken, but so far as I
know there was nothing Jewish in her background. But her last, greatest poems culminate in an
act of identification, of total communion with those tortured and massacred. [Here Steiner
quotes lines 31-40 of “Daddy”].
Sylvia Plath is only one of a number of young contemporary poets, novelists, and playwrights,
themselves in no way implicated in the actual holocaust, who have done most to counter the
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general inclination to forget the death camps. Perhaps it is only those who had no part in the
events who can focus on them rationally and imaginatively; to those who experienced the thing,
it has lost the hard edges of possibility, it has stepped outside the real.
Committing the whole of her poetic and formal authority to the metaphor, to the mask of
language, Sylvia Plath became a woman being transported to Auschwitz on the death trains.
The notorious shards of massacre seemed to enter into her own being:
A cake of soap,
A wedding ring,
A gold filling.
In “Daddy” she wrote one of the very few poems I know of in any language to come near the last
horror. It achieves the classic act of generalization, translating a private, obviously intolerable
hurt into a code of plain statement, of instantaneously public images which concern us all. It is
the “Guernica” of modern poetry. And it is both histrionic and, in some ways, “arty,” as is
Picasso’s outcry.
Are these final poems entirely legitimate? In what sense does anyone, himself uninvolved and
long after the event, commit a subtle larceny when he invokes the echoes and trappings of
Auschwitz and appropriates an enormity of ready emotion to his own private design? Was there
latent in Sylvia Plath’s sensibility, as in that of many of us who remember only by fiat of
imagination, a fearful envy, a dim resentment at not having been there, of having missed the
rendezvous with hell? In “Lady Lazarus” and “Daddy” the realization seems to me so complete,
the sheer rawness and control so great, that only irresistible need could have brought it off.
These poems take tremendous risks, extending Sylvia Plath’s essentially austere manner to the
very limit. They are a bitter triumph, proof of the capacity of poetry to give to reality the greater
permanence of the imagined. She could not return from them.
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